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Abstract Health impact assessment (HIA) and comparative risk assessment (CRA) are important tools with which governments and communities can compare and integrate different sources of information about various health impacts into a single framework for policy-makers and planners. Both tools have strengths that may be combined usefully when conducting comprehensive assessments of decisions that affect complex health issues, such as the health risks and impacts of transport policy and planning activities. As yet, however, HIA and CRA have not been applied widely to the area of transport. We draw on the limited experience of the application of these tools in the context of road transport to explore how comparative assessment of transport risks can contribute to HIA of transport policies.
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Introduction

Health impact assessment (HIA) and comparative risk assessment (CRA) have been lauded as useful tools to bring research into policy- and decision-making. To date, little systematic investigation has been made of how CRA can contribute to HIA. Both tools have considerable potential to address the complex issues of health risks and impacts of transport policies and planning activities and to incorporate transport choices as a part of the complex picture of what constitutes a healthy society. As yet, however, they have not been applied widely to transport decisions. We draw on the limited application of these tools in the context of road transport to illustrate the potential benefits that comparative assessment of transport risks could bring to HIAs of transport policies.

What are HIA and CRA?

In general terms, HIA is a framework within which a wide range of health impacts of a specific project or policy can be assessed. CRA is a method used to compare different health risks in a population, and it can be used to help set policy priorities to achieve, for example, “a healthier society”. Both HIA and CRA draw on scientific research from a range of disciplines and assimilate them into frameworks through which comparisons between different issues and information sources and judgements can be made.

The most commonly cited definition of HIA is that of the Gothenburg consensus paper: “a combination of procedures, methods and tools by which a policy, program or project may be judged as to its potential effects on the health of a population, and the distribution of those effects within the population.” (1). (See Krieger et al. (2) for a sample of currently used definitions.) The term “impact” indicates that consideration is restricted to the most likely anticipated effect or influence on health of a particular decision. Such consideration typically is applied prospectively (that is, to a proposal) rather than retrospectively (to a completed policy or project).

In HIA, scientific information usually is only one component of a large decision-making process. Following in the footsteps of environmental impact assessment, research is combined with other “known” variables in a proposal (policy or project) that is the basis for consultation and debate with a wide range of stakeholders. The Gothenburg consensus paper emphasizes the central role of the values of democracy, equity, sustainability, and ethical use of evidence in HIA (1).

CRA is defined by WHO as the systematic evaluation of the changes in population health that result from modifying the population’s exposure to a risk factor or a group of risk factors (3). Risk here can be broadly understood as being the probability of a prescribed effect; it accounts explicitly for uncertainty in the actual outcomes of a decision.

Like HIA, CRA allows users to compare different sources of ill health in a population according to the research that is available (the “prescribed effect” in the definition of risk given above) or, in particularly significant cases, according to specifically commissioned research. A key difference in the
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methods of the two assessments is that CRA places different risk factors into a single measure that incorporates mortality and morbidity: disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) (4). This measure allows vastly different health risks to be compared in a relatively systematic way. In the transport context, for example, DALYs can be used to compare the health risks from traffic crashes with the risk of respiratory disease attributable to traffic-related air pollution. Such standardized measures of impact have been used in “global burden of disease” calculations, including those in The world health report 2002 (5), and have significantly enhanced the rigour of CRA in the health area. Although the calculation of DALYs for various risk factors is a complex process that often requires significant judgement, the availability of a common basis for comparison removes much of the ambiguity inherent when trying to make decisions on the basis of the health equivalent of apples and pears that can occur in HIA. For example, is a proposal with an anticipated impact of 30% decrease in respiratory disease from air pollution and no change in traffic-related injuries “better” or “worse” than a proposal with a 15% decrease in air pollution and a 15% decrease in traffic-related injuries?

The question of how best to gather, compare, and account for different types of information is inherent in transport policy and planning decisions that seek to account for changes in population health. Such accounting is made difficult by the complex nature of the health effects of transport, combined with limited scientific research on the ways in which health risks may change under different management or decision-making regimes.

Assessing health in motorized road transport — an overview

Motorized road transport is an area in which CRA could contribute to HIA, because it is associated with a variety of health risks, as well as a number of health benefits — such as better access to health care. This complexity is, as yet, dealt with poorly in public debate and policy. For example, The world health report 2002 highlighted the importance of analysing public health risks and interventions at global and regional levels (5), but transport-related health risks did not feature strongly, despite the fact that the report acknowledged that 2.8% of the global burden of disease and injury is due to traffic-related injuries (35 million DALYs). It further estimated that 20 million DALYs could be prevented (5); this means the number of DALYs associated with traffic-related injuries alone is similar to the number of all global DALYs from suicides, for example, and is larger than the number of DALYs associated with each of diabetes, protein-energy malnutrition, and lung cancer.

This paper largely reflects data about the experience of developed countries — an artefact of the analyses that are available and accessible. The issues in developing countries will often differ in detail (for example, whether motorcycles, cars, or buses are the main source of road injury-related health impacts or risks), but many of the larger questions addressed — who should be involved in transport and health planning? how can different sources of information be meaningfully compared? — also are relevant to developing countries. Despite the lower prevalence of motorized transport, the incidence of road crash deaths in developing countries tends to be higher than in developed countries (see Table 1).

Furthermore, as major cities in many developing regions are moving rapidly towards “western-style” transport systems, developed countries can offer important lessons to developing countries in terms of anticipating and avoiding the health impacts that have been experienced in highly motorized countries.

Several factors contribute to the health effects of transport decisions (Box 1). These health issues need to be considered in relation to the different transport options available, which are illustrated as a matrix in Table 2. The matrix for each transport decision under consideration would need to be created to suit local conditions by selecting common local modes of transport, such as bicycles and rickshaws in China or “jeepneys” in the Philippines. Comprehensive health impact or CRAs would address each relevant cell in such a localized matrix to get an overall picture of the interactions between health and transport systems. Table 2 shows the complexity and diversity of health issues in relation to transport policy and planning. These issues take effect across different geographical and temporal scales, and the variables highlight the challenge for comprehensive, policy-relevant impact assessments.

Although generic scientific information is available to add to many of the cells in Table 2, the comparisons being made across those cells in both CRA and HIA must be meaningful. The risks attributable to air pollution or traffic crashes can be quantified using DALYs, but other issues — such as the effects of sleep disturbance, access to health care, or reduced neighbourhood contact through community disruption — are difficult to quantify in DALY-like terms. This limits how comprehensive CRA can be in the analysis of the health effects of transport. Furthermore, the extent of different health risks for each mode of transport in a specific location is determined by local geographical, meteorological, social, and physical planning conditions, as well as the dominant modes of transport (e.g. bicycles in China or the Netherlands). This emphasizes how important it is to base health impact and CRAs on local knowledge, as well as generic scientific evidence.

In the policy and planning decision-making context, the scientifically-defined health aspects of transport need to be

Table: Incidence of road crash deaths in selected developing and developed countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Road crash deaths per 10 000 motor vehicles</th>
<th>Motorization rate (motor vehicles per 1000 inhabitants)</th>
<th>Deaths per 100 000 inhabitants (crude rate)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mortality rate in the whole population unadjusted for age or sex distribution. Source: Factbook, 2003 (6).
weighed against the need for efficient and effective transport systems and the broader ecological and social effects of different transport options. The complex mix of health issues that surround transport decisions also create a complex mix of stakeholders (Box 2). Even within the various groups, the stakeholders do not have a unified voice and their interests often conflict. These interests are also culturally and politically variable — and context-specific — but they can be grouped tentatively into several different categories:

- economic
- political
- quality-of-life
- moral

Health, rather than being a separate “interest”, is embedded deeply in each of these areas. Basic health is deemed widely to be a fundamental human right — it is central to quality of life, is an important sphere of political action, and has a range of economic impacts that increasingly are being recognized and accounted for.

Whether stakeholders should have a direct say in the decision-making process — and, if so, who should be involved and how — is a key question for policy-makers who wish to account for health effects in their decision-making processes. HIA typically sees stakeholder consultation as a fundamental part of the impact assessment process and, as such, is a framework that can potentially — albeit in a relatively informal way — incorporate these qualitative aspects of health into decision-making. CRA, as a formal, quantitative approach, is limited in its ability to incorporate these factors in the comparison of risk, especially in terms of DALYs — it certainly makes little sense to attempt to translate political and moral interests into this or similar measures.

### Contribution of CRA to HIA

Although CRA is a quantified system that is useful for comparing important scientific issues that need to be accounted for when assessing changes to health caused by transport decisions, it cannot take into account factors associated with more qualitative aspects of life. This is especially true when health interests are entangled with broader issues, such as economic well-being and access to political systems and socially “healthy” communities. The involvement of stakeholders through the HIA framework has the potential to bring these more nebulous aspects of health into decision-making processes. However, HIA needs decisions to be made on the basis of comparisons across different measures.

### Table 2. Matrix of health issues related to different modes of transport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport mode</th>
<th>Crashes “accidents”</th>
<th>Air pollution</th>
<th>Noise</th>
<th>Physical activity</th>
<th>Other environmental factors</th>
<th>Community disruption</th>
<th>Access to community services, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rickshaws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private cars</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Jeepnies”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trains, trams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplanes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Traffic may have negated any estimated benefits. However, quantified, however, and the tendency for motorways to increase crashes and noise pollution (on existing roads) outweighing the overall benefit for health, with reductions in injuries from traffic were incorporated into the models that were being used and concerned to the local communities could be raised. These issues also more flexible in accommodating the data that are available. HIA, although less rigorous in the comparative sense, is have led to a more systematic analysis of the health issues, but no attempts were made to quantify these health impacts. The analysis concluded that HIA of road projects in Sweden was poorly developed.

Lack of quantification, or partial quantification, of health factors is a weakness in HIA, as the tendency is often to assume that the factor that has been measured (in these cases, traffic crash injury) is the most important. Use of a CRA would ameliorate this weakness but, as noted earlier, would not be able to support all health-related issues or concerns. This may simply shift the imbalance, so that the quantified factors are considered, but qualitative factors are not.

Transport planning in Asia
Transport and health are key issues in many cities of Asia, where vehicle numbers are growing rapidly. Numerous studies and analyses of the health impacts of transport-related injuries and air pollution effects have been produced in individual countries, but formal CRAs or HIAs are published seldom. Assessments within the Urban Air Quality Management Strategy (URBAIR) programme supported by the World Bank have been published (e.g. 16). Although technically a cost-benefit analysis, this report is interesting to include here, because it effectively combined the assessment of health impacts (not risks) within a comparative framework — the common measure being monetary costs.

The URBAIR report for Manila (17) contains a detailed assessment of the health effects of air pollution, including those attributable to transport. The number of people affected was calculated and, based on a population of 9 million, the estimates included: 1300 deaths, 45,000 emergency room visits, 11 million “restricted activity days”, 35 million respiratory symptom days, and a cost of over 5 billion pesos. This type of assessment has been instrumental in policy development on air quality in Manila, including efforts to phase out seriously polluting “jipney” vehicles, restrictions on “smoke-belching” vehicles, improved public transport, and more intensive monitoring of air quality.

A technically complex task, this study highlights the effectiveness of comparative assessment, especially at this large scale. Particularly interesting to note is that the study led to policies to mitigate the problems at the “macro” level — for instance, in the area of transport demand management (17).

Assessment of air pollution in Europe and New Zealand
Künzli et al. (18, 19) conducted a HIA of transport-related air pollution by using data from Austria, France, and Switzerland. An assessment of exposure to air pollution was based on emission inventories, atmospheric dispersion modelling, monitoring data, and geographic information system techniques. Dose-response relations from two long-term studies in the United States of America (20, 21) were applied to data on population exposure to calculate the number of deaths due to traffic-related air pollution. The results for the three countries are summarized in Table 3; the calculations for New Zealand used similar methods (22).
These calculations had a major influence on the interpretation of air pollution issues and led to initiatives to develop improved CRA for different European countries, Australia, and New Zealand. Investments in further air pollution reduction, including public transport expansion, cleaner diesel fuels, stricter vehicle emission controls, etc. are already implemented or under consideration.

Assessment of a safety intervention
An example of a recent risk assessment of a road safety strategy, “daytime running lights”, shows how detailed technical analysis can highlight the preventive value of a policy that is not intuitively of benefit for protecting health. Failure to see another road user is a contributory factor in 50% of all daytime crashes and in 80% of crashes at road junctions (23). Early evaluations indicated that when vehicle headlights were lit during daylight hours, the numbers of two-vehicle collisions decreased. A meta-analysis of 24 evaluations showed that the preventive effect of daytime running lights was greater at higher latitudes (in the northern countries of Europe), but that a preventive effect was seen in all countries examined.

It was estimated that if daytime running lights were made mandatory in all countries of the European Union, 5500 fatalities and 150 000 injuries would be avoided — giving a total net saving of € 2100 million (equivalent to the economic value of the heath damage avoided). The authors recommended that the European Union should make daytime running lights mandatory, with technical changes made to new vehicles to ensure that lights are turned on whenever the engine is running.

Although this is a good example of the link between single-issue risk assessment, cost-benefit analysis, and health policy advice in the transport field, it did not examine any other potential health risks posed by the strategy. A CRA might have considered whether drivers of older vehicles that did not have daytime running lights would be placed at greater risk of crashes or the effects of reduced fuel efficiency. A complete HIA could have raised other issues of concern, such as the eventual health impact of climate change due to the additional greenhouse gas emissions caused by daytime running lights.

Comparisons of interventions
Other notable innovations have been developed by researchers to help decision-makers make other appropriate comparisons, for example between interventions of different types. Risk of exposure to injury can be expressed as a “proximal” variable, e.g. numbers of children travelling without child safety restraints in cars or the total person-kilometres of such travel, or as a “distal” variable (distal from the person at risk), e.g. whether or not legislation for mandatory child restraint use is in force. A systematic analysis of such variables is supported by the Driving forces; Pressures; State; Exposure; Effect; Actions (DPSEEA) “multi-layer” framework for different degrees of proximal/distal risk factor exposure (24). This framework identifies the most proximal “exposures” as being dependent on the “state of the environment”, which in turn depends on the “pressures” and the underlying distal “driving forces” (policies, regulations, etc.). An application of the framework to identify risk variables of importance to transport is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

Although attribution of behavioural factors — such as personal use of crash helmets by motorcyclists, use of daytime running lights while driving, or commuting by public transport — in such frameworks can be difficult, Fig. 1 illustrates how different pieces of scientific information can be placed within a larger scheme. HIA of a particular policy or action may be carried out at any of the levels in Fig. 1; inclusion of a systematic CRA would be sure to account for all of the health issues shown.

Discussion
The assessment of health impacts or health risks in transport systems is still in the early stages of development. Many issues, such as the meaningful application of complex scientific data in decision-making and stakeholder involvement in policy and planning processes, are bound up in these assessments, and no easy, “tried-and-true” formulae can be applied to work through this complexity. HIA offers substantial steps forward by providing a structure that encourages stakeholder participation and by potentially generating more “socially robust” policy decisions. CRA offers strengths in the comprehensive and systematic use of scientific information to yield more “scientifically robust” outcomes. Application of CRAs within a more flexible HIA framework has the potential to enhance decision-making along both social and scientific dimensions.

At the moment, however, this is a highly ambitious goal. The transport cases presented show how difficult and complex such work can be — even when a relatively simple method is used. A lack of relevant data hampers efforts to conduct both health impact and CRAs, including comprehensive quantitative data in terms of DALYs or similar common measures. More research with field data and forecasts from developing countries, and assessments of interventions at proximal or distal levels (as in Fig. 1), is essential to prevent a build-up of risk caused by poor application of preventive policies and actions already used in developed countries.

Published research on stakeholder involvement is also lacking. Identification of relevant stakeholder groups and “best practices” for incorporating stakeholders’ concerns would be helpful. The importance of social, cultural, and economic factors, such as the role of pressure groups, and of marketing,
such as the speed and thrill focus of much car advertising, in counteracting the risk reduction policies and actions also needs to be researched.

Significant progress has also been made, however: in terms of research, many studies of the relations between proximal transport risk factors and health effects in developed countries are available. They provide a generic evidence base for both types of assessment. The increasing use of HIA worldwide, as well as the number of major international CRA studies currently being carried out, indicates a groundswell of support for more systematic and comprehensive approaches to public decision-making in health-related areas.

As road transport systems are associated with different types of health effects, the full picture of how policies influence total health impacts can be produced only by an integrated analysis. Although HIA and CRA provide frameworks within which such an integrated assessment can be conducted, they can be strengthened by consideration of the “non-health” effects as well — for example, whether a decision will reduce greenhouse gas emissions and future climate change. Such added benefits can be labeled “collateral externality gains” of actions aimed at reducing air pollution (25). A comprehensive integrated health risk or impact assessment would take these collateral externality gains into account and would provide the best basis for decision-making about the public health impact of road transport. The potential for using CRA to contribute to HIA and to account for the wide range of issues inherent in transport decision-making is significant, but the scientific and consultative resources needed to do this effectively should not be underestimated.
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Résumé
Comment l’évaluation comparative des risques liés aux transports peut-elle faciliter l’évaluation de l’impact des politiques des transports sur la santé

Resumen

Evaluación comparativa de los riesgos del transporte: cómo puede contribuir a la evaluación del impacto sanitario de las políticas de transporte

La evaluación del impacto sanitario y la evaluación comparativa de riesgos son instrumentos importantes con los que los gobiernos y las comunidades pueden comparar e integrar diferentes fuentes de información sobre distintas repercusiones sanitarias en un único marco para uso de las instancias normativas y los planificadores. Ambos instrumentos tienen puntos fuertes que se pueden combinar de forma útil al realizar evaluaciones integrales de las decisiones relacionadas con problemas de salud complejos, como los riesgos y repercusiones sanitarias de las políticas de transporte y de las actividades de planificación. Sin embargo, hasta la fecha, la evaluación del impacto sanitario y la evaluación comparativa de riesgos no se han aplicado ampliamente en el campo del transporte. En este estudio hacemos uso de la escasa experiencia en la aplicación de estos instrumentos en el contexto del transporte por carretera para explorar cómo puede contribuir la evaluación comparativa de los riesgos del transporte a la evaluación del impacto sanitario de las políticas de transporte.
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